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PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

BLUELIV AND NEUROSOFT ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

FOR THREAT INTELLIGENCE SERVICES 
 

Greece-based cyber vendor harnesses Blueliv threat intelligence for its suite of services 

 

BARCELONA, Spain & ATHENS, Greece – 1st of October 2020 – Blueliv, a leading provider of 

enterprise-class threat intelligence solutions, and Neurosoft, a Managed Security Services 

Provider (MSSP), today announced a wide-ranging strategic partnership that will allow Neurosoft 

leverage Blueliv’ s threat intelligence solution to enhance its Cyber Security Services portfolio. 

The partnership will extend Neurosoft´ s Threat Intelligence Services capacity to support 

enterprise customers by enabling security analysts to efficiently prioritize security responses and 

threat investigations to open, deep and dark web. 

 

“Blueliv is delighted to be working with Neurosoft, adding our targeted threat intelligence to their 

MSSP portfolio to help organisations across Greece to strengthen their security posture. Between 

our two companies we bring almost 40 years of experience together, with Blueliv having 

pioneered targeted, modular threat intelligence some eleven years ago”, - said Trevor Crompton, 

VP Sales, Blueliv. “Our industry leading expertise in delivering practical usable intelligence, 

combined with Neurosoft’ s long standing customer relationships in region provide an exciting 

opportunity to help a broad range of companies, large and small to rise to the challenge of 

cybercrime across Greece.” 

 

 

Blueliv’ s scalable, automated, and targeted solution is designed for frictionless integrations with 

SOCs to allow MSSPs to deliver a fully managed service to their customers. Blueliv runs on a 

cloud-based, multi-tenanted SaaS platform, which enables MSSPs to onboard each new 

customer in a matter of minutes.  

 

“True to our vision to support every organization to achieve more in the digital age, we offer 

Managed Security Services and Targeted Threat Intelligence, in collaboration with Blueliv, 

effectively covering the ever-increasing needs of cybersecurity. This collaboration comes as 

another confirmation of our investment strategy in innovative solutions, using new technologies 

that create competitive advantages for all businesses and organizations” said Mr. Zisis Ziogas, 

Cyber Security Offering Manager, Neurosoft. 

 

About Blueliv 

 

Blueliv is Europe’s leading cyberthreat intelligence provider. Our mission is to empower our 

customers with collaborative, automated and targeted threat intelligence to fight cybercrime and 

help them manage their digital risk as quickly as the threat landscape changes.  

 

https://www.blueliv.com/
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We look beyond your perimeter, scouring the open, deep and dark web to deliver fresh, automated 

and actionable threat intelligence to protect the enterprise and manage your digital risk. Covering 

the broadest range of threats on the market, a pay-as-you-need modular architecture means 

customers receive streamlined, cost-effective intelligence delivered in real-time, backed by our 

world-class in-house analyst team. Intelligence modules are scalable, easy to deploy and easy to 

use, maximizing security resources while accelerating threat detection, incident response 

performance and forensic investigations. Blueliv  is recognized across the industry by analysts 

including Gartner and Forrester, and has earned multiple awards for its technology and services 

including ‘Security Company of the Year 2019’ by Red Seguridad, “Enterprise Security and 

Enterprise Threat Detection 2018” category winners by  Computing Magazine UK, in addition to 

holding affiliate membership of FS-ISAC for several years. 

  

About Neurosoft 

 

Neurosoft is a fully integrated ICT company with Software Development, Systems Integration and 

Information Security capabilities. With our highly skilled and qualified professionals, we 

continuously develop and adapt a wide range of novelty products, solutions and services, all the 

while being committed to client impact, investment in R&D and adoption of advanced 

methodologies. In a cyber world full of viruses, malware, hacktivists and cyber criminals our 

mission is to efficiently protect companies and organizations from the impact of cyber-attacks 

while offering an extensive cyber security suite. With our guidance and expertise, clients can 

significantly enhance the protection of mission-critical data from evolving threats. The company 

is listed in AIM Milan (NRST), located in Athens and has subsidiaries in Cyprus and the UAE. 
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